Metering Asset Management
Metering systems have become an important tool for the financial stability
of water utilities. But the costs of major system upgrades often put them out
of reach for small and medium-sized communities. The SUEZ Metering Asset
Management Program was designed with those systems in mind.
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Smart metering solutions from SUEZ can help you increase revenue,
reduce non-revenue water and provide excellent customer service.

Learn more on the back.

21st century technology for
small and medium-sized communities

The benefits
Increase revenue

Our Metering Asset Management Program is a customized solution,
integrating an Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) system with smart
meters into your existing infrastructure for billing and data collection.

Reduce non-revenue water
Improve customer service

Our three-step process
AMI Data Collection Unit

Installation
AMI City Headend

We design and install smart water meters
integrated with AMI transmitters, giving you
more accurate readings (and billings).

Integration
We supply and install a cloud-based meter data
management system for storage and analysis
of data, integrating the AMI software with your
billing and other systems.

System management
We analyze the metering data daily to make
sure the system is performing as expected, providing
a full range of long-term maintenance, support and
communications services over the life of your system.

The ultimate solution:

SUEZ Asset
Management Program

Get the expert help you need.
Call 1-855-526-4413 or visit

www.suez-na.com

Water Meter AMI
Transmitting Unit

At SUEZ, we believe you shouldn’t have to choose between a capital expense that
is beyond your budget and an unpredictable run-to-failure approach. Our Asset
Management Program puts all the benefits of smart metering within reach of any
water system, regardless of system size. It packages the rehabilitation and future
maintenance of your assets into a single contract, with SUEZ assuming all operational
and maintenance risk for a set annual cost.
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